Where Teachers Go to Study
Comprehensive, Test Aligned Digital Study Guides

**Instructional Content:**
Your digital textbook that includes embedded concept videos.

**Flashcards:**
Test your understanding of key vocabulary, dates, theories and more.

**Quizzes:**
Multiple choice quizzes with immediate feedback on the incorrect & correct answers.

**Diagnostic Test:**
Benchmark your understanding of concepts & topics with this timed, multiple choice test.

**The 240 Tutoring Guarantee:**
If a user scores 90% on our Practice Test (at the end of the study guide), but fails the exam then they are eligible for a money-back refund of up to 2 months of their subscription (see our Terms of Use for full details).

**Practice Test:**
Once you have completed all material in a study guide, you will be able to take the Practice Test. The Practice Test mocks the actual exam in time & length.

Questions?
Email us at admin@240tutoring.com for help!